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down, and this force could be applied by means of a cord and
pulley to raise a weight or to do work by some other suitable
mechanism. This engine was not a practical success, nor were
any later engines working with gunpowder as fuel. In the
year 1820 the first engine that could really be called a "gas
engine " was made. Its inventor was the Rev. W. Cecil, who
by an ingenious arrangement exploded in the working cylinder
hydrogen gas mixed with air, the principle being the same as
that of the Huyghens gunpowder engine. This also was not a
practical success, though a step forward.
- 8. Lenoir Engine.—The first engines that could be put to
practical use were made by Lenoir in 18.60. He used the ideas
of many people who had previously been working at the
subject, but he grasped the matter more thoroughly and much
more constructively. Many hundreds of his engines were made.
His plan was to draw into the cylinder a mixed charge of air
and gas. This he did by causing the connecting rod to pull
the piston upwards, then when the piston was half way up the
cylinder he ignited, by an electric spark, the gaseous mixture
which had been drawn in. The gas could not escape by the
inlet pipe, as that contained a non-return valve. So the full
effect of the explosion was felt by the piston, which was forced
if;	upwards causing the connecting rod to do work. When the
{     fi	piston reached the top of its stroke the outlet valve was opened.
«i	Then since the connecting rod was fastened to a crank which
I     |f	turned a fly-wheel, the energy of the latter made the piston
;_     1	descend and drive the burnt products out of the cylinder.    It
! |	then began to rise again, drawing in a fresh charge of gas and
1| .,	air, which was in turn ignited when the piston was half way up
I:     |	the cylinder.   Thus the motion was repeated.    The air and gas
,      l|	were always drawn in at about atmospheric pressure, and were
|    || ;	ignited by the spark at that pressure.    In modern engines the
mixture of gas and air is always compressed, before ignition.
Lenoir's engine is therefore called a " non-compression " engine.
It used about seven times as much fuel per horse-power as
a modern engine.
4L Otto and LangeB.—In 1866, Otto and Langen produced
an engine in which the piston was not fastened to a connecting
rod, but was loose and could fly upwards. When the ex^

